
 
ACCIDENT AND RESCUE SUMMARY: 
 
On March 4 a group of four snowmobilers from Wisconsin was riding in the Breccia 
Cliffs area near Togwotee Pass when one the riders triggered a large slab avalanche 
and was killed.  The 27-year male had been riding on the lower portion of an 
avalanche prone slope when he decided to ride up into the upper portion of the 
slope.  The other three members of the group were watching from a safe location.  
The rider was making a turn in the avalanche starting zone when they heard a very 
loud crack and saw the avalanche release.  The rider headed downhill and deployed 
an airbag.  His companions watched the rider get knocked off his sled and then lost 
sight of him and his sled as the slide gained momentum. 
 
All four of the men were wearing avalanche transceivers and had avalanche rescue 
gear and training.  The three companions quickly rode to the toe of the slide and 
started a search for their missing friend.  One ski of the missing rider’s snowmobile 
was protruding from the snow at a location that was about 40 feet above the toe of 
the avalanche.  One searcher honed in on the location of the missing rider who was 
completely buried a distance of about 15 feet from and to the side of his sled.  
Another one of the searchers had assembled a probe and struck the buried rider on 
his third stab.  The rider was quickly excavated and CPR was initiated.  
 
The group reported that it took six minutes to locate and extricate the rider from the 
avalanche debris.  The Teton County Search & Recue received a call at 2:51 pm 
informing them that this accident had occurred and that CPR was in progress.  Teton 
County Search & Rescue volunteers responded via a helicopter.  The man was 
pronounced dead at the scene just before 5 pm.  The Teton County coroner 
determined suffocation was the cause of death. 
 
The rider was found to be face up.  His head was 2.5 feet below the surface of the 
avalanche debris.  His body was at an angle to the slope.  His feet were buried to a 
depth of four feet.  He was wearing a helmet and goggles which were not filled with 
snow.  The airbag was inflated, still attached to the buried rider and also completely 
buried by avalanche debris.   
 
This accident site occurred on the southwest side of Breccia Peak.  It is north of the 
highway over Togwotee Pass and 3.5 miles northwest of that pass (Figure 1). 
 
AVALANCHE DATA: 
 
This avalanche was triggered by a snowmachine on west-southwest aspect of 
Breccia Peak (Figure 2).  It released on a 38 degree slope at an elevation of 10,400 
feet.  This hard slab avalanche was 350 feet wide, 1200 feet long and dropped 550 
vertical feet.  The angle from the crown to the toe of the avalanche debris was 30 
degrees.  It was classified as size 3 relative to the avalanche path and as a 2.5 on the 
destructive size scale.   



 
A crown profile was conducted on the lookers left flank of the avalanche. The crown 
was measured to be five feet deep at this location.  This slab avalanche was 
estimated to be 3 to 5 feet deep.  Figure 3 is a photograph of the slide taken from a 
helicopter on March 4.  Figure 4 is a photograph of the toe of the slide taken from a 
helicopter on March 4.  Figure 5 is a photograph of the toe of the slide taken from 
the ground on March 5.    
 
 
WEATHER AND SNOWPACK HISTORY 
             
This accident occurred in an area where the Bridger-Teton National Forest 
Avalanche Center provides daily avalanche hazard forecasts.  Daily forecasts for this 
winter season began on November 2.   The accident site is located 3.5 miles 
northwest of a Snotel site on Togwotee Pass and 5 miles east- southeast of a 
specialized weather station on Angle Mountain that is operated by the Bridger-
Teton National Forest Avalanche Center (BTAC).  Data from these stations, snow 
pack observations and information about nearby avalanche events were used to 
determine the snowpack history that preceded this event.  
 
This area developed a “continental type” snowpack in November and December.  In 
mid-December the snowpack in this area was two to three feet deep and was 
comprised of well-developed faceted snow crystals.   During the second half of 
December the Angle Mountain weather station, at an elevation of 9,150 feet, and the 
Snotel site on Togwotee Pass, at an elevation of 9,577 feet, received 23 and 26 
inches of new snow, respectively.  These stations received 33 and 41 inches of new 
snow in January 2019 and 70 and 90 inches of new snow in February 2019.  A storm 
cycle during the last six days of February brought 22 inches of new snow to the 
weather station on Angle Mountain and 36 inches of new snow to the Togwotee 
Pass Snotel station.  This storm cycle ended after the passage of a cold front on the 
last day of February.  The first four days of March were dominated by a dry west-
northwest flow.  Skies during this period were mostly sunny with some scattered 
snow showers and flurries over the higher elevations.  Winds were light from the 
west-northwest.  Temperatures were in the single digits and teens.  On March 4 
skies were mostly sunny with light winds.  Temperatures were near zero in the 
morning and rose into the teens and 20s during the day.   
 
A crown face profile was conducted on March 6 (Figure 6).  At this location the hard 
slab above the bed surface was mostly comprised of pencil hard rounded snow 
crystals.  The bed surface was a pencil hard layer.  Rounding faceted snow crystals 
were observed below the bed surface.   
 
 
 
 
 



 
Observations in the starting zone of this accident site indicate this large slab 
avalanche failed on a base layer of weak faceted snow that existed in a shallow rocky 
area in the upper portion of this avalanche path (Figure 7).   The snow structure is 
believed to have been significantly stronger at the location where the crown face 
profile was conducted.  
 
On March 4 the general avalanche hazard for this area was rated as moderate.  The 
advisory warned that deep persistent slab avalanches 3 to 6 feet in depth could be 
triggered by snowmachines on steep slopes with poor snow structure.   
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 Avalanche Site Vicinity Map.  The accident occurred on the southwest side 
of Breccia Peak at a location that is 3.5 miles northwest of Togwotee Pass.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Figure 2 Avalanche Site Map.  The accident occurred on a west-southwest aspect of 
Breccia Peak.  A snowmobiler was near the top of the slide path when he triggered a 
large hard slab avalanche.  The 27-year male and his sled were swept to the toe of 
the avalanche.  The rider was completely buried and did not survive. 



 
 
Figure 3 Photograph of the Breccia Cliffs avalanche taken from a Teton County 
Search & Rescue helicopter on March 4.   
 

 
 
Figure 4 Photograph of the toe of the Breccia Cliffs avalanche taken from a Teton 
County Search & Rescue helicopter on March 4.  The two sleds visible near the toe of 
the slide are near the burial location. 



 
 
Figure 5 Photograph taken on March 5.  One ski of the buried riders sled is visible in 
this image.  The buried rider was recovered from the excavation located on the left 
side of this image.  
 

  
Figure 6 Crown face profile conducted on March 6. 



 
 
 
Figure 7 Photograph taken from a Teton County Search & Rescue helicopter on 
March 4.  This large slab avalanche was triggered by a snowmobiler when he was 
making a turn in the upper portion of this slide path.  This slide is believed to have 
failed on faceted snow that formed in steep rocky area in the avalanche starting 
zone. 


